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Critical Flaws on Medical Devices
According to the Department of Homeland Security, recently patched vulnerabilities in the MedTronic
Valleylab devices were allowing attackers to overwrite files and to achieve remote code execution.
Even though the devices used the Descrypt algorithm for OS password hashing, and the network-based
logons were disabled, attackers could use other vulnerabilities to get local shell access and obtain these
hashes. The vulnerable devices should either be immediately disconnected from IP networks or the
networks should be segregated to ensure none of the devices are accessible from an unsecured or
untrusted network.

Malware Attacks on Hospitals
Over the course of this year, there has been a significant rise in trojan malware attacks targeting
hospitals and the healthcare industry. Hackers view the healthcare industry as an easy target for stealing
sensitive personal data. There has been a 60% increase in trojan malware detections in the first nine
months of 2019. Two forms of trojan malware that are targeting healthcare industry the most are
Emotet and Trickbot. Both forms are known for dropping ransomware onto compromised systems.
Ransomware is not only affecting healthcare providers, but also patients themselves as hospitals store
large amounts of personal data which can be used by hackers to commit fraud.
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